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has been tested and.Q: How to use google gson? I would like to access a json String from googles gson. How
can i do that? I thought the following code should do the trick but it doesn't: JsonElement toBeTransformed =
null; toBeTransformed = gson.fromJson(jsonString, JsonElement.class); A: if you want to use GSON, create a
class that extends the generic List (doesn't use generics), and add the JSON to it. @SerializedName("test")

private Object item; then parse the JSON with: public List fromJson(String json) throws Exception { // parse the
json string and fill the list Gson gson = new Gson(); List ret = gson.fromJson(json, new TypeToken>() {

}.getType()); return ret; } and if you want to get the first element of the list: Object lastElement =
ret.get(ret.size()-1); A: try this JsonElement toBeTransformed = null; //loads the string into a string array of

json objects String[] jsonArray = JsonPath.using(root).parse(jsonString).toArray(); //convert the json array to a
GSON object list Type listType = new TypeToken> d0c515b9f4
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all plugins bundle v9r13-r2r.Field of the Invention This invention relates to a method for detecting a normal or
abnormal physical condition of a tire, a tire product and a tire testing device using the same, and in particular,

relates to a method for detecting a normal or abnormal physical condition of a tire, a tire product and a tire
testing device using the same, which is capable of early detection of a normal or abnormal physical condition
of the tire, and enable greatly increasing the number of tires, as a product, having the physical condition of

the tire that is not deviating from a normal physical condition. Description of the Related Art There is known a
method for measuring tire rotational vibrations and pressure variations generated in a vehicle to detect a

normal or abnormal physical condition of the tire, such as inner air leakage, inner damage and a low pressure
phenomenon, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. H10-137825. According to the method disclosed
in the publication, an indirect-type radar device is mounted to a wheel unit, which is provided on the vehicle,

and the tire rotational vibrations generated in the vehicle are detected by the radar device to determine a
physical condition of the tire. However, the radar device disclosed in the above-mentioned patent document
has a problem that it takes time to detect the tire rotational vibrations and the pressure variations generated

in the vehicle and/or radiated in the direction to be detected by the radar device, and the period of time
during which the tire rotational vibrations and pressure variations can be detected is restricted, so that a

satisfactory detection accuracy cannot be attained. Further, the radar device disclosed in the patent document
has another problem that radar detectors for detecting the tire rotational vibrations and pressure variations
need to be mounted to a number of wheels of the vehicle, and accordingly, a problem arises that there are
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restrictions in terms of the mounting positions of the radar detectors and the mounting work to install the
radar detectors.Traditionally, computers and other electronic equipment have run on hard disk drives for
permanent storage of data. However, the frequency at which data is stored in a hard disk drive is limited
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